
HANDS-ON COMPUTER SCIENCE
PREPARING STUDENTS FOR THE FUTURE

LEGO® Education offers a range of hands-on, playful STEAM learning experiences based  
on the LEGO® system of bricks. Encouraging creativity, collaboration and critical thinking,  
LEGO® Education solutions help learners build resilience and confidence in learning 
through the power of purposeful play.
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LET’S BUILD CONFIDENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE LEARNING
LEGO® Education makes abstract concepts more tangible with hands-on, 
playful STEAM learning experiences. Educators can use the familiarity of the 
LEGO® system of bricks to build every student’s confidence in computer 
science learning. And by engaging these students early through purposeful  
play, we can give them the computer science skills needed to thrive in any 
job influenced by technology, regardless of industry.

SPARK STUDENTS’ PASSION FOR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE EARLY ON THROUGH HANDS-ON, 
PURPOSEFUL PLAY
Presenting students with computer science 
at “earlier stages in their educational careers,” 
makes it “accessible and interesting” —
increasing their engagement and confidence 
while preparing them for the future.6

90% of students  
who thought their 

computer science class was 
fun want to learn more5

22% projected increase 
of computer science jobs  

from 2020 – 20301

22%

THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION IS CHANGING HOW WE LIVE
Our world is becoming more technology-driven every day as new innovations make computer science 
skills increasingly critical. By teaching the subject at the earliest grade levels, we can prepare students 
for a future where computer science knowledge and skills are in demand across every industry.

67% of all STEM jobs 
are projected to be in  

computer science2

67%

EDUCATORS UNDERSTAND HOW 
CRUCIAL COMPUTER SCIENCE IS

71% of teachers  
believe computer science is “just as  
important as required courses like 

math, science, history, and English” 3

BUT STUDENTS  
AREN’T CONVINCED

77% of students  
don’t currently expect 

to pursue a job in  
computer science4


